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Grupa Azoty’s “We Care for the Polish Land” lottery is launched

1 February 2024 will see the start of Grupa Azoty’s seventh customer lottery “We Care for the Polish Land”,
which this time will be held under the slogan “The Best for the Best.” Among this year’s prizes is a John
Deere 5090M tractor.

To take part in the lottery this year, all a customer has to do is buy fertilizers from Grupa Azoty’s offering (from the
list of promotional products provided in the lottery rules) for no less than PLN 1,000 (VAT inclusive), such
purchase to be evidenced by a single document. The next step is to register the lottery entry. This can be done
free of charge by filling out the form at www.dbamyopolskaziemie.pl or by sending a text message to 70966 (for
PLN 0.62 including VAT) reading: GRUPAAZOTY.cash register receipt number or GRUPAAZOTY.invoice number.

“The purpose of the “We Care for the Polish Land” lottery, organised by Grupa Azoty for several seasons, is to
recognise and express gratitude to all our customers who use in their production Grupa Azoty fertilizers, which
ensure large-scale and consistent agricultural yields. Every year, we observe a growing interest in our lottery, and
the transparent participation rules encourage Polish farmers to eagerly join and register their purchases of
Grupa Azoty fertilizers in the lottery system,” says Marcin Kowalczyk, Management Board Vice President
responsible for the Corporate Agro Sales Department at Grupa Azoty.

The period of promotional sale offers and for the entry into the “We Care for the Polish Land” lottery runs from
1 February 2024 to 30 April 2024. In addition to the grand prize, the participants have a chance to win: 200 instant
prizes of PLN 1,000 each in the form of a bank transfer to the winner’s account and three monthly prizes of PLN
20,000 to be spent on Grupa Azoty fertilizers. Monthly prizes will be drawn after each month of receiving entries.
During the grand finale of the lottery, the winner who will receive a John Deere 5090M tractor will be selected.

For more details on the audiotext lottery, its rules and the list of promotional products,
visitwww.dbamyopolskaziemie.pl The lottery is intended for adults.
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